
Husqvarna K 760 Rescue
Husqvarna K 760 Rescue is specially designed for rescue and clearing work. It is
featured with the new digital ignition system for relibale and quick starts in any
emergency situation. Further features developed with the rescue worker in focus is for
example an extra large starter handle with space for bulky gloves.



Features Husqvarna K 760 Rescue

n Digital ignition system

n The K 760 is a powerful machine, equipped with our
latest engine technology. It’s packed with ergonomic
solutions for convenient cutting, even during long
periods of operation.

n SmartCarb, a built-in automatic filter compensation,
maintains high power and lowers fuel consumption.

n DuraStarter™, the dust-sealed starter, and the
durable starter cord reduce the risk of downtime
and increase reliability and product life.

n Fuel indicator on the tank shows fuel level, to help
avoid unnecessary stoppages.

n Replaceable arbor bushing

n Our anti-vibration system reduces vibrations in the
cutter handles, so they are more comfortable to hold
and can be used for longer periods. To enable the user a
comfortable operating position and to reduce strain,
the distance between the handles is large. The handles
and the short engine body mean the user always stands
close to the machine, for easier handling and control.

n X-torq®

n New cylinder design for optimised performance and
reliability

n Increased reliability with new heat resistant rear belt
cover

n Dura starter™

n Reduced vibrations, < 2,5m/s2 means reduced strain
on the user

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Engine Air-cooled2 stroke engine

Cylinderdisplacement 73.5 cm³ / 4.48 cu.inch

Poweroutput 3.7 kW

Fuel tank volume 0.9 lit / 30.4 fl oz

Idling speed 2700 rpm

Vibrations front handle 2.4m/s²

Vibrations rear handle 2.4m/s²

Soundpressure level at operators ear 101dB(A)

Soundpower level, guaranteed (LWA) 115dB(A)

Blade diameter 300mm/ 12 inch

Maxcutting depth 100mm/ 4 inch

Arbor Size 20mm /0.79 inch

Weight (excl. cutting equipment) 9.6 kg / 21.16 lbs

Fuel tank volume 0.9 lit / 1.9USpint


